Acid Away® PRO Application Instructions:

Installation to be performed with standard HVAC manifold, by a licensed A/C Technician.

1.) System keeps running in cooling mode while injecting Acid Away PRO into system.

2.) Connect Acid Away PRO injector’s low loss fitting to the low pressure service port (i.e. the suction side).

3.) (A) Ensure both valves on manifold gauge set are closed. (B) Connect high pressure (red) hose of manifold to the high pressure service port (i.e. the liquid side). (C) Barely thread the middle manifold (charging/yellow) hose to the male fitting of Acid Away PRO injector. Do not thread to the point of depressing the Schrader core. (D) For best results raise the Acid Away PRO canister above the service port. (E) Briefly crack open manifold high side valve to purge air out of the hose, close manifold high side valve; while quickly tightening the charging hose fitting to the inlet fitting on the injector.

4.) Briefly open and close manifold high side valve three times to allow refrigerant to flow through Acid Away PRO injector.

5) With manifold closed, wait one minute for charging hose and Acid Away PRO injector to equalize to suction pressure.

 Disconnect charging hose from Acid Away PRO injector.

 Disconnect Acid Away PRO injector from suction service port. Discard or recycle empty injector. Run air conditioner for at least 30 minutes to allow product to fully circulate.

 NOTE: If the system is low on refrigerant, you may also use a refrigerant tank to push into system.

Instructions Continued:

SEE APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS PRIOR TO USE. FOR CHEMICAL EMERGENCY, SPILL, LEAK, FIRE, EXPOSURE OR ACCIDENT, CALL CHEMTREC - DAY OR NIGHT 1-800-424-9300.

CONTAINS: Refrigeration Oil.

PRECAUTIONS: May be harmful if swallowed or inhaled. May cause eye and skin irritation. Keep away from heat, sparks and flames. Use with adequate ventilation. Wash after handling. FIRST AID: For any overexposure, get immediate medical attention after first aid is given. Eyes - Flush 15 minutes with clean water. Skin - Wash with soap and water. Inhalation - Remove to fresh air. Ingestion - Only if conscious, give large amounts of water. DO NOT INDUCE VOMITING. FIRE AND SPILLS: For fire, use water fog, CO₂ foam or dry chemicals to extinguish. For spills, shut off ignition sources ventilate confined areas and wipe up with absorbent materials to prevent footing hazard.

STORAGE AND HANDLING:
Store in cool, well ventilated area. Keep container upright and tightly closed. Do not reuse empty container. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, REFER TO SAFETY DATA SHEET.
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